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Highlights
•

First LFP recordings in humans performing an oculomotor decision-making task

•

Free-choice saccade trials exhibit sustained frontoparietal high gamma activity

•

Machine learning analytics unravel underlying spectral and temporal brain dynamics

•

Single-trial saccade-locked gamma distinguish planning and execution processes
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Summary

Freely choosing an action between alternatives activates a widely distributed decision circuit in
the brain. Primate studies suggest that oculomotor decision processes are encoded by highfrequency components of local field potentials (LFPs) recorded in frontal and parietal areas. To
what extent these LFP observations extend to oculomotor decision-making in humans is
unknown. Here, we address this question using intracerebral EEG recordings from 778 sites
across six surgical epilepsy patients. Free saccade choices were associated with sustained high
gamma (60-140 Hz) activity during the delay period in prefrontal and parietal areas. Importantly,
employing single-trial signal classification to contrast free, instructed and control trials, we were
able to isolate decision-related activity from sensory and motor processes. Our findings provide
the first direct electrophysiological evidence in humans for the role of high gamma activity in
parietal and prefrontal areas in the intrinsically driven process of choosing among competing
behavioral alternatives during free choice.
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Introduction
Deciding where to look to explore the visual world, i.e. picking one out of many alternative targets
is a crucial aspect of our daily interactions with the environment. Exploring the neural
mechanisms underlying eye movement control provides a promising approach for learning about
sensorimotor and cognitive aspects of voluntary action selection and planning (Sweeney et al.,
2007). According to neurophysiological accounts of motor decision-making, movement selection
appears to be simultaneously represented in a collection of parietal and frontal areas (e.g., Basso
and Wurtz, 1998; Cisek and Kalaska, 2010; Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Shadlen and Newsome,
2001). Unit recordings as well as local field potentials (LFPs) in animals performing delayedresponse tasks show persistent neuronal activity in prefrontal (Brody et al., 2003; Goard et al.;
Kim and Shadlen, 1999; Rainer et al., 1999; Riley and Constantinidis, 2015; Siegel et al., 2015;
Stokes, 2015) and parietal (Chafee and Goldman-Rakic, 1998; Huang et al, 2013.; Pesaran et al.,
2002; Romo and de Lafuente, 2013) areas during decision-making, working memory and
response selection processes, including free choice oculomotor tasks (Platt and Glimcher, 1999).
Specifically, eye movement decisions appear to involve the same effector specific circuits that
execute eye movements, which include the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) (Dorris and Glimcher,
2004; Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Sugrue et al., 2004; Yang and Shadlen,
2007), and the frontal eye fields (FEF) (Coe et al., 2002; Schall and Bichot, 1998) in non-human
primates.
In humans, converging evidence from neuroimaging studies suggests that the neural processes
which mediate saccade decisions, planning and execution arise across large-scale brain networks
that involve parietal, frontal, and motor cortices (Anderson et al., 2012; Kagan et al., 2010;
McDowell et al., 2008; Sweeney et al., 2007). A parietal oculomotor field (PEF), located in the
posterior part of the parietal cortex (which is thought to correspond to LIP in monkeys) (Berman
et al. 1999), seems to be principally implicated in triggering reflex saccades. By contrast, the FEF
is thought to play a central role in preparation of the saccades by coding both the motor
preparation and the intention to make a saccade (Bastin et al., 2012; Blanke and Seeck, 2003;
Connolly et al., 2002; Olk et al., 2006; Petit et al., 1997; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2002; Tobler and
Müri, 2002). Lastly, two functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies using a delayed
saccade task have specifically shown that voluntary saccades were preceded by activation in the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and in the frontal eye fields, suggesting the involvement
of these areas in the process of choosing where to look when facing two possible visual targets
(Khonsari et al., 2007; Milea et al., 2007). However, fMRI can unfortunately not resolve the precise
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temporal dynamics of activity in these brain areas, neither can it probe the role of rhythmic brain
activity. To address these questions in humans, electrophysiological investigations are required.
Non-invasive electrophysiological studies have demonstrated the involvement of high-frequency
neuronal oscillations in several areas (“eye or oculomotor fields”) of the cerebral cortex during
saccade planning and execution using techniques such as MEG (Carl et al., 2016; Jerbi et al., 2008;
Moon et al., 2007; Van Der Werf et al., 2009; Werf et al., 2008, 2010) and EEG (Forgacs et al., 2008;
Park et al., 2014). Despite being extremely insightful, non-invasive techniques have several
limitations in terms of signal quality, spatial resolution and sensitivity to artefacts. Fortunately, it
is possible in some rare cases to access invasive electrophysiological recordings in humans (e.g.
surgical epilepsy patients) and thus probe task-based changes via direct LFP recordings. The
latter reflect the synchronized postsynaptic potentials of local populations of neurons (Frost and
Pöppel, 1976; Mitzdorf, 1985) and allow for direct comparisons between invasive recordings of
population-level activity in human and non-human primates. A handful of studies have benefited
from direct recordings of neural activity (e.g. in human FEF and DLPFC) to probe neural
activation in the frontal eye fields during saccade execution (peri-saccade activity) in humans
using intracranial EEG (Lachaux et al., 2006a; Sakamoto et al., 1991; Yamamoto et al., 2004).
Importantly, Lachaux and colleagues (2006a) found that the preparation and the generation of
saccades were subserved by focal and transient increases of EEG HG activity (above 60 Hz) in the
FEF. To our knowledge, no study has so far investigated the neural correlates of oculomotor
decisions (i.e. free choice saccades) using direct intracranial recordings in humans.
Taken together, previous findings from oculomotor and decision-making studies in non-human
primates provide converging evidence for the central role of high-frequency LFP components in
eye movement selection and execution. Although, some evidence from non-invasive studies
partly support these observations in humans, direct electrophysiological measurements are
necessary to bridge the gap between human and non-human primate literature on oculomotor
decision-making. In the present study, we probe for the first time the temporal, spectral and
spatial characteristics of human cortical networks engaged in the selection, planning and
execution of saccades with unprecedented resolution thanks to multi-site intracerebral EEG
(iEEG) recordings. In particular, we set out to test the predictions that (i) the temporal dynamics
of delay-period LFP would differ between instructed and self-chosen saccade trials, and that (ii)
the most prominent differences will be visible in high-frequency LFP components in key frontal
and parietal areas. In brief, we found that the intrinsically driven process of selecting among
competing behavioral alternatives during free-choice decisions is associated with sustained
increases of high gamma (HG) (60-140 Hz) activity in distinct frontal and parietal areas. By
5
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contrast, planning instructed saccades was associated with short-lived transient HG increases in
fronto-parietal brain regions alongside a suppression of beta oscillations (16-25 Hz) mainly in
motor-related areas. Furthermore, by contrasting free and instructed saccade conditions with a
control condition where no directional information was available during the delay period, we
were able to isolate decision-related HG activity from purely sensory, visuomotor transformation
and planning processes, as well as from purely oculomotor execution activity.

Results
Six subjects (6 females, mean age 30.3 ± 9.6, see STAR Methods and Figure 1B, C) performed a
delayed saccade task (Figure 1A) while electrophysiological data were recorded from multi-lead
EEG depth electrodes. In each trial, participants were instructed to perform horizontal saccades
toward one of two targets, but only after a variable delay period. The information about saccade
direction was indicated by a visually presented central cue (Cue 1), followed by a saccade
execution Go signal (Cue 2). The task consisted of three interleaved experimental conditions
(Figure 1A): In the Free condition, a diamond at Cue 1 prompted the participants to freely choose
the direction of the forthcoming saccade. In the Instructed condition, an arrow pointing left or
right indicated to the participants the direction of the saccade they were to prepare. After a
variable delay (3.5-10.5 seconds) during which the participants prepared the adequate saccade
while fixating the central fixation point, a GO signal (Cue 2) prompted the participants to
immediately execute the saccade. In the Control condition, participants were presented with a
square at Cue 1, indicating that they would need to wait for the GO signal (Cue 2) to find out the
required saccade direction and execute it immediately. Behavioral saccade onset latency data
were collected and spectral power features were extracted from the iEEG data across multiple
time windows and all electrode sites. Power features were computed in five standard frequency
bands: theta (θ) [4–8 Hz], alpha (α) [8–15 Hz], beta (β) [16–30 Hz], low-gamma (low γ) [30–60]
and high gamma (high γ, HG) [60-140 Hz]). A supervised machine learning framework was
implemented to decode (through space, time and frequency) the experimental conditions (free,
instructed and control), and thereby identify the most discriminant neural patterns that
distinguish between free-choice and instructed actions during saccade planning and execution
(see STAR Methods for details).
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Behavioral results
We computed the mean reaction times (RTs, i.e., saccade onset latency) for each of our
experimental conditions across all patients, and found that mean RTs were significantly longer
during the Control (mean RT = 438 ms) condition compared to both Free (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑅𝑇 = 380 𝑚𝑠,
𝑝 < 0.001) and Instructed (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑅𝑇 = 339 𝑚𝑠, 𝑝 < 0.001) conditions (see Figure 1D). No
significant differences were found when we compared reaction times between Free and
Instructed conditions 𝑝 = 0.48).These results are consistent with the fact that the availability of
saccade target information (whether self-generated or instructed) during the delay period
allowed the participants to plan the upcoming saccades, and execute them faster upon the Go
signal compared to the Control condition where no directional information was available during
the delay period. Mean saccade duration, saccade speed, mean latency and the number of
saccades executed per condition by each patient are reported in Table S1.
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Figure 1. Experimental design and distribution of intracranial electrode contacts across subjects. A.
Experimental design of the delayed motor task. For each trial, participants were instructed to perform horizontal
saccades toward one of two targets after a delay of 3750 ms, 5750 ms or 7750 ms, depending on a visually presented
central cue appearing briefly for 250 ms. B. Top, left and right view of the depth-electrode recording sites, projected on
a standard 3D MNI brain. Left: Rostral is up, Right: medial views. C. Top, left and right views of the number of recording
sites that contribute to each vertex (i.e. spatial density) projected on a standard 3D MNI brain. Electrodes contribute to
a location when they are within 10 mm of a given site on the brain surface. In all brain images, right side of the image
is the right side of the brain. D. Barplot of mean reaction times for the three conditions across all participants (Control,
Instructed, Free). Each triangle represents the mean reaction times for one subject.
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Figure 2. Illustrative time-frequency maps and single-trial high gamma (HG) activity in FEF and IPS. Timefrequency maps (left) and single-trial high gamma plots (right) from two recording sites in an illustrative patient. Data
are shown for the three experimental conditions (Control, Instructed and Free), during planning (Cue 1, stimulus onset)
and execution (Cue 2, go signal). Trials in the single-trial gamma plots are sorted according to saccade onset latencies.
(IPS: intraparietal sulcus, FEF: Frontal Eye Field).
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Temporal dynamics of brain activity during free versus instructed saccade planning
Figure 2 illustrates examples of time-frequency maps in FEF and IPS from two patients, as well as
single-trial high-gamma activity, aligned to cue 1 and to cue 2. Interestingly, a prominent
stimulus-locked burst is observed to both cues in IPS, but only to the second cue in FEF. To more
quantitatively analyze task-based neural modulations during the delay period (and compare
them across the free and instructed saccade conditions) we first searched for statistically
significant time-resolved discrimination between iEEG spectral power measured during the
delay-period (post-Cue 1) and baseline levels (pre-Cue1) using data-driven analytics (see STAR
methods). By monitoring the success of standard cross-validated linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) in distinguishing delay activity from pre-stimulus baseline, we identified relevant saccade
decision/planning activity in LFP data from each subject. The supervised classification was
conducted across space (all electrode sites), frequency bands (theta to high gamma) and a 2000
ms window after stimulus onset (successive 250ms time windows with an overlap of 100ms, see
STAR methods). Figure 3 (A-C) shows that the frequency band with the highest mean decoding
accuracies was the HG (60-140 Hz) band. Interestingly, for the classification of Free vs baseline
the mean gamma decoding accuracy (DA) across all significant electrodes was 80.6 % (max DA =
92.6 %) while for Instructed vs baseline the mean gamma DA was 82.1 % (max DA = 98.7 %). In
addition, HG was also the most prominent band in terms of number of sites with significant
classification accuracies for these two classifications.
Next, we went on to characterize the temporal evolution of this HG activity during the delay
period. To this end, we analyzed changes in spectral power of cue-aligned signals in consecutive
non-overlapping time windows ranging from 500 ms before to 2000 ms after stimulus onset (Cue
1). Figures 3D and 3F show that significant decoding was predominantly distributed in a network
of frontal and parietal areas during saccade planning for Free, and Instructed conditions (6/6
subjects for both conditions, p < 0.01, see STAR methods). This parieto-frontal cortical network
was very similar (high degree of spatial overlap) whether participants were freely deciding where
to look or planning instructed saccades. Crucially, however, we found that HG activity in frontal
areas such as FEF and DLPFC continues to differ from baseline in the free trials (Figure 3E) in
later time windows (>1000 ms) whereas this is not the case in the instructed trials (Figure 3G).
Moreover, evidence for a later task-specific HG modulation was also visible through cortical
mapping of the latency of maximum decoding accuracies in free (Figure 3F) and instructed
(Figure 3H) saccade conditions. For free saccade trials the peak of decoding (free vs baseline)
occurred around 1500 ms after stimulus onset, substantially later than the maximum decoding
peaks for instructed saccades.
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Taken together, these discrepancies across conditions in the temporal evolution of prominent
modulations during the delay-period suggests that decision-related frontal HG activity is more
sustained and peaks later in time, in free compared to instructed saccades. In contrast, when no
choice is involved (i.e. instructed condition), task-related information reflected in HG activity is
more transient, and most relevant (i.e. peak decoding) shortly after stimulus onset in a
widespread parieto-frontal network (Figure 3G).

Figure 3. Single-trial classification of saccade planning and baseline activity using power modulations for the
Free and Instructed conditions. A- C. Barplots of the mean decoding accuracies across subjects and significant
electrodes for each frequency band (left panels, error bars represent the standard error of the mean) and summary of
all significant electrodes by patient across frequencies showing that the largest clusters were found in high γ frequency
range (right panels) for Free (A) and Instructed (B) and Control (C). D, F, H. Each column materializes regularly spaced
time windows during the planning phase (-500 to 200 ms, 0 to 500 ms, 500 to 1000 ms, 1000 to 1500 ms and 1500 to
2000 ms). In D, F and H, electrodes with significant decoding accuracies (p<0.01, corrected with permutations using
maximum statistics across electrodes, frequency bands and time) for all subjects are projected on the surface of the
brain at different moments in time, while dark grey areas represent non-significant sites. In E, G and I, significant
electrodes are colored depending on the timing at which significant electrodes could distinguish between baseline
activity and post-stimulus activity during Free and Instructed conditions with the maximum decoding accuracy in the
time-window [-500, 2000 ms].
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Next, we directly compared the neural dynamics at play when planning an instructed saccade to
that observed when planning a self-chosen saccade. This was again conducted by applying the
LDA decoding framework during the delay period, but now directly classifying Free versus
Instructed saccade trials, rather than comparing each to baseline pre-stimulus. Figures 4A-C
show that the most prominent single-feature decoding (i.e. highest mean and maximum decoding
accuracies and number of significantly decoding sites) was obtained when using HG activity as
the feature (Free vs Instructed: mean HG DA = 77.4 %, max DA = 93.6 %). This was followed by
the Beta band (Free vs Instructed: mean Beta DA = 74.1 %, max Beta DA = 82.5 %) across 5/6
participants (Figure 4A-C).
Interestingly, we found that HG and Beta were the only frequency bands to significantly
discriminate Free vs Instructed conditions when using a multi-feature classification approach
where observations across all electrode sites were combined into the decoding feature space
(p<0.01, corrected for multiple comparisons across subjects, electrodes, frequencies and time
points). The multi-site decoding accuracies for HG and Beta reached 86.8% (900 ms after Cue 1)
and 75.6% (500 ms after Cue 1) respectively (see Figure 4C). Of note, figure 4D shows a plot of
the HG power envelope over time (averaged across all sites with significant decoding). It suggests
that HG power is stronger in the Instructed than in the Free condition earlier in time.
Importantly, we see that over time, HG power then becomes higher for the Free saccade planning
than for Instructed saccade planning during later stages of the delay period. Because this multisite classification of free vs instructed saccade trials reveals that the most prominent predictor
features were the HG and Beta bands, in the next two sections we will focus on the spatial
distribution of the significantly decoding sites for these two bands specifically.
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Figure 4. Single-trial classification Free and Instructed action selection during saccade planning using power
modulations. A. Summary of all significant electrodes by patient across frequencies showing that the largest clusters
were found in HG and β frequency bands. B. Barplots of the mean decoding accuracies across subjects and significant
electrodes for each frequency band for Free vs Instructed single feature classification (error bars represent the
standard error of the mean). C. Barplots of maximum decoding accuracies across subjects and significant electrodes for
each frequency bands for Free vs Instructed multifeature classification. The black horizontal line represents the chance
level, and the dashed horizontal red line represents the permutation threshold at p < 0.01 (corrected for multiple
comparisons across subjects, electrodes, frequencies and time points). D, E. Time course of baseline corrected (-400 to
-100 ms) HG activity (D) and beta power (E) aligned on Cue 1, for all electrodes significantly classifying Free and
Instructed conditions.

Spatial distribution of enhanced high gamma power increases during free saccades

To identify the brain areas where HG increases indexed neural processing specific to free saccade
decisions, we used a conjunction analysis (Free > Control ᴜ Free > Instructed) applied to all
electrode sites with significant classification of free vs control and free vs instructed trials
during the first 2 seconds after Cue1. Figure 5 depicts the regions with significant decoding
accuracies for all participants where the increase in HG activity was stronger during Free choice
compared to both Control (Free > Control, see Figure 5A) and Instructed (Free > Instructed, see
Figure 4C) trials. Figure 5B shows the conjunction of both results (for more details, see Figure
S5). Specifically, we found that regions significantly involved in free choice (p<0.01, see STAR
methods) were located in frontal areas such as FEF (2/6 subjects, 2 electrodes) and the superior
frontal sulcus (2/6 subjects, 8 electrodes), as well as regions located in the superior part of the
dorsal visual stream (1/6 subjects, 4 electrodes). Among all participants, the electrode with the
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maximum decoding accuracy for both Free vs Control (88.6 %) and Free vs Instructed (81.4 %)
conditions was situated in the right intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (S1, electrode derivation p9-p8, see
Figure 5, last row of D-F). Power and decoding accuracy over time (Fig. 5D,F), time-frequency
maps (Fig. 5E, upper rows) and single-trial plots (Figure 5E, lower rows), together highlight the
sustained nature of HG activity during free saccade trials compared to the more transient increase
of HG activity during planning instructed saccades. Moreover, we observe that the sustained HG
activity during free choice decisions is more prominent in frontal areas than in parietal areas.
Additionally, during the Control condition, parietal areas show an increase in HG activity
(although weaker than during Free and Instructed conditions) while frontal areas do not. This
might be due to the involvement of parietal regions in low-level sensory processing. Importantly,
we found that our results are unlikely to be explained by lateralization effects since power time
courses shown in Figure 5 did not differ when trials for left and right saccades were investigated
separately (see Figure S4).
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Figure 5. Single-trial HG activity decoding during Free saccade planning. In A and C, electrodes with significant
decoding accuracies (p<0.01, corrected with permutations using maximum statistics across electrodes, frequency bands
and time) for all subjects projected in color on the surface of the brain when HG activity is stronger in the Free condition
than in the Control condition, respectively. We then isolated a network of regions specifically involved in Free decisions
showed in B using a conjunction analysis (Free > Control U Free > Instructed). Dark grey areas represent nonsignificant electrodes. For four individual electrodes, we plotted power and decoding accuracy over time (D and F, red
dotted lines indicate significance threshold at p<0.01, corrected with permutations using maximum statistics across
electrodes, frequency bands and time), time-frequency-maps (E, upper row) and single-trial plots (E, lower row). In
decoding accuracy plots, the continuous horizontal lines on the bar charts depict the theoretical chance level (50%),
while the red dotted lines represent the statistical significance threshold (p < 0.01, corrected across time). This study
allowed to isolate a network of regions specifically involved in free decisions showed in (B) using a conjunction analysis
(Free > Control U Free > Instructed). We show that single electrodes are able to successfully decode Free vs Control and
Free vs Instructed conditions (D) based on HG activity on a single-trial basis in frontal and parietal brain regions.
Furthermore, time-frequency maps and single-trial plots inform us on the sustained nature of the HG activity increase
during Free decisions compared to a more transient HG increase in the Instructed condition.
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Spatial distribution of transient Beta power suppression during instructed saccades
To probe the involvement of Beta power suppression during the delay period across the three
trial types, we conducted the same analyses as presented in the previous section for HG activity.
Combining the conjunction analysis (Instructed < Control ᴜ Instructed < Free) with the
classification results we found that regions that were specific to instructed saccade preparation
(p < 0.01, see STAR methods) were mostly located in areas belonging to the somatomotor network
(2/6 subjects, 17 electrodes) and in FEF (2/6 subjects, 8 electrodes), and that the electrode with
the maximum decoding accuracy for both Instructed vs Control (84 %) and Instructed vs Free (81
%) conditions was situated in the right FEF (Electrode b9-b8, see Figure 6, first row of D, E and
F). The power and decoding accuracy over time (Fig 6D, F), time-frequency maps (Fig 6E, upper
row) and single-trial plots (Fig 6E, lower row), illustrate the robustness of the beta suppression
specifically during preparation of instructed saccades, compared to free choice and control
conditions. Again, our results could not be explained by a lateralization effect (see Fig S4).
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Figure 6. Single-trial β power decoding during Instructed saccade planning. In A and C, electrodes with significant
decoding accuracies (p<0.01, corrected with permutations using maximum statistics across electrodes, frequency bands
and time) for all subjects projected in color on the surface of the brain when β power is lower in the Instructed
condition than in the Control condition and in the Free condition, respectively. We isolated a network of regions
specifically involved in Instructed saccadic planning showed in B using a conjunction analysis (Instructed < Control U
Instructed < Free). Dark grey areas represent non-significant electrodes. For four individual electrodes, we plotted
power and decoding accuracy over time (D and F), time-frequency-maps (E, upper row) and single-trial plots (E, lower
row). In decoding accuracy plots, the continuous horizontal lines on the bar charts depict the theoretical chance level
(50%), while the red dotted lines represent the statistical significance threshold (p < 0.01, corrected across time). We
show that single electrodes are able to successfully decode Instructed vs Control and Instructed vs Free conditions
(D) based on β power on a single-trial basis in motor brain areas. Furthermore, time-frequency maps and single-trial
plots (E) inform us on the early β suppression that is specific to the Instructed condition.
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Disentangling the correlates of oculomotor execution and oculomotor planning
Previous reports have shown that saccade execution in response to a go signal is associated with
distributed increases in high gamma power (Lachaux et al., 2006a). Yet, it has been so far hard to
determine whether such gamma activity reflects target selection, visuomotor transformations,
motor planning, actual oculomotor commands or a combination thereof. Analyzing the execution
component (cue 2) of our delayed saccade paradigm provides a convenient way to address this
question. To this end, we conducted a supervised classification analysis on Free, Instructed and
Control conditions as above, but this time using data collected during saccade execution (0 to
1500 ms after Cue 2). We found very few significant differences between saccade execution in the
Free and Instructed conditions (Figure 7A), but neuronal oscillations could significantly
differentiate the Control condition from the Instructed condition (Figure 7B) and from the Free
condition (Figure 7C) in fronto-parietal cortical areas. Moreover, the largest clusters of significant
electrodes, as well as the highest maximum decoding accuracies appeared in the HG frequency
band (Control vs Instructed: max DA = 83.3 %; Control vs Free: max DA = 85.7 %, see Figure 7D,
E). In a nutshell, our results show that HG power modulations during saccade execution were very
similar whether the saccade was instructed or self-chosen. However, HG activity associated with
saccade execution in the control condition (no previous planning possible) was significantly
different than both Free and Instructed saccades (Figure 1B, D). These results seem to be
consistent with the fact that no significant reaction time differences were found between Free
and Instructed conditions (p = 0.48), while mean reaction time across participants significantly
differed between the Control condition compared to both Free (𝑝 = 5.51−8 ) and Instructed
(𝑝 = 5.39−7 ) conditions (Figure 1D). This led us to specifically investigate the nature of the
relationship between reaction times and HG activity changes during saccade execution in regions
that significantly differed between Control versus both Free and Instructed conditions. We first
used a conjunction analysis to identify these regions (significant in 2/5 subjects at p < 0.01, and
in 5/5 subjects at p < 0.05, see Figure 7C). Then, we computed Spearman's rank correlation
coefficients between reaction times (i.e., latency of saccade onset) and the latency of HG peak for
each trial in the three experimental conditions. By plotting the mean time courses (Fig 7E, H, K)
and single trial plots of HG activity (Fig 7G, J M), we observed that the temporal dynamics and
correlations between RTs and the latency of HG peaks were substantially different depending on
the location of the electrodes. More specifically, we observe that significant electrodes located in
the superior part of the dorsal visual stream (4 significant electrodes, 1/5 subject), HG peaks and
reaction times were not significantly correlated (Figure 7F, G) (Electrode m13-m12; Control [p =
0.311, Rcoef =0.1], Free [p = 0.367, Rcoef = - 0.09] and Instructed [p = 0.968, Rcoef =- 0.01]),
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although HG activity was significantly stronger in the Control condition compared to both Free
and Instructed conditions (Figure 7E). For significant electrodes located in the frontal eye field
and in the pre supplementary area (5 significant electrodes, 2/5 subject), we show that reaction
times and HG peak latencies were significantly correlated in all three conditions (Figure 7I;
Electrode j5-j4; Control [p = 0.001, Rcoef =0.32], Free [p = 0.003, Rcoef =0.29] and Instructed [p
= 0.041, Rcoef =0.2]). These findings are consistent with the well-established conclusion that the
frontal eye field is involved in saccade execution. This also demonstrates that the significant
changes in HG peak latencies we found (Figure 7J) are tightly related to reaction times. In other
words, faster reaction times during saccade execution when a decision was already made during
the planning phase correspond to earlier peaks in HG activity in the frontal eye field (Figure 7H).
In more anterior regions of the brain such as the superior and middle frontal gyri (5 significant
electrodes, 1/5 subject), we observed HG increases during saccade execution only when a
decision wasn’t made during the planning phase (Control condition, see Figure 7E), which was
correlated with reaction times (Electrode f8-f7; Control [p = 0.009, Rcoef =0.26], Free [p = 0.011,
Rcoef =0.25] and Instructed [p = 0.477, Rcoef =0.07]; Electrode m13-m12; Control [p = 0.002,
Rcoef =0.3], Free [p = 0.918, Rcoef = -0.01] and Instructed [p = 0.284, Rcoef =0.1]]).
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Figure 7. Single-trial HG activity decoding during saccade execution. We compared high frequency neuronal
activity (HG: 60-140hz) of saccade execution (0 to 1500 ms after Cue 2) between Free and Instructed (A), Instructed
and Control (B), and Free vs Control (D) (p<0.01, corrected with permutations using maximum statistics across
electrodes, frequency bands and time) for all subjects projected in color on the surface of the brain. C. We isolated a
network of regions specifically involved in saccadic execution when no action selection occurred during the planning
phase (Control condition) using a conjunction analysis (Control vs Instructed U Control vs Free). For three individual
electrodes, we plotted power and decoding accuracy over time (E, H, K). In decoding accuracy plots, the continuous
horizontal lines on the bar charts depict the theoretical chance level (50%), while the red dotted lines represent the
statistical significance threshold (p < 0.01, corrected across time). F, I, L. Scatter plots showing correlations between
reaction times and HG peak latency. G, J, M. Single-trial plots showing relative power modulations of HG activity for
three different electrodes and for each of the three conditions during saccade execution. Thick dark lines represent the
sorted reaction times for each trial.
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Discussion
For the first time, we provide direct recordings of neural dynamics underlying oculomotor
decision-making in the human brain using intracranial EEG. Our results confirm the hypothesis
that oculomotor decision processing (i.e. a free choice saccade) in humans is associated with
changes in LFPs –especially high frequency activity- across a parieto-frontal network. In
particular, our single-trial classification framework revealed that the achieved discrimination
accuracy between instructed and free saccade conditions was highest when using high frequency
activity as feature, compared to using spectral power in lower frequency bands. Interestingly, the
temporal dynamics of the LFPs revealed that free choice trials were associated with a more
sustained induced HG response than instructed saccade trials which in turn showed a more
transient HG response and an enhanced beta suppression.
In each of the six human participants, freely deciding where to look was associated with enhanced
sustained broadband HG activity in a decision network including frontal and parietal brain areas.
These effects were robustly observed at the level of single trials with iEEG. The large frequency
bandwidth of the HG band responses reported here have been suggested to reflect a global
enhancement of the local neuronal firing in the underlying cortical tissue, observed as a “spike
bleedthrough” in the field power spectra (Kucewicz et al., 2017; Manning et al., 2009; Mukamel
et al., 2005; Nir et al., 2007; Ray and Maunsell, 2011; Ray et al., 2008). Our findings support the
view that HG activity is likely to stem from the nature of the cumulative discharge rate of local
neuronal networks in the superficial cortical layers integrated over time and neural populations
recorded with iEEG (Leszczynski and Schroeder, 2019; Manning et al., 2009; Mukamel et al., 2005;
Ray and Maunsell, 2011; Ray et al., 2008). In animals, single-unit studies found sustained
neuronal activity in parietal (Chafee and Goldman-Rakic, 1998; Goard et al., 2016; Huang et al.,
2013; Kim and Shadlen, 1999; Rainer et al., 1999; Riley and Constantinidis, 2015; Romo and de
Lafuente, 2013; Siegel et al., 2015; Stokes, 2015) areas during decision-making, working memory
and response selection tasks featuring pre-defined delay periods. Interestingly, this persistent
neuronal firing was also found in a free choice oculomotor task (Platt and Glimcher, 1999). Given
that increases in neuronal firing have been shown to be correlated with increases in HG activity
(Manning et al., 2009; Mukamel et al., 2005; Niessing et al., 2005; Whittingstall and Logothetis,
2009), the principal finding of the present study, i.e. the sustained HG activity, appears to mirror
-in humans- the persistent single-unit neural firing previously demonstrated in non-human
primates.
Recent research indicates a putative role for sustained prefrontal cortex HG activity in linking
stimulus perception with action execution (Haller et al., 2018). Interestingly, this persistent
(stimulus to response) HG activity was observed across a diverse range of cognitive tasks and
interpreted as a common functional substrate for information integration and response selection.
Using a fully data-driven approach, our results extend these observations to the specific case of
free choice. Furthermore, several other invasive and non-invasive human electrophysiological
studies have shown the importance of HG activity in the active maintenance of relevant
information in short-term memory (Jensen et al., 2007; Jokisch and Jensen, 2007; Roux et al.,
2012; Tallon-Baudry et al., 1998) and in perceptual decision-making (Donner et al., 2009). In the
light of the aforementioned findings and existing theories of action selection (Cisek and Kalaska,
2005; Costello et al., 2013; Coulthard et al., 2008; Cui and Andersen, 2007; Oliveira et al., 2010;
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Pastor-Bernier and Cisek, 2011; Pastor-Bernier et al., 2012; Shadlen and Newsome, 2001), we
propose that sustained HG activity in frontal and parietal areas during free saccade planning in
the present task may reflect persistent neuronal firing that helps maintain enhanced competition
between various potential movement plans with equal rewarding outcomes compared to a single
movement plan in instructed saccades (cf. Cisek and Kalaska, 2010). This may, in turn, subserve
the capacity of flexibly choosing and switching between alternatives during free choice (i.e., being
able to change one’s mind). Moreover, the involvement of the fronto-parietal network is
consistent with the brain structures implementing action selection (free choice) when maximally
competing alternatives are present, both in humans (Carl et al., 2016; Haggard, 2008; de Jong,
2011; Kable and Glimcher, 2009) and in monkeys (Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Pesaran et al., 2008).
Moreover, the involvement of frontal and parietal cortex in free action selection has been
previously documented in human fMRI studies (Beudel and de Jong, 2009; Khonsari et al., 2007;
Milea et al., 2007; Oliveira et al., 2010; Soon et al., 2008). Importantly, the decision process of
where to look when facing two possible visual targets was found to be specifically associated with
frontal-lobe activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, as well as in frontal eye fields in an
fMRI study using the same experimental paradigm (Milea et al., 2007). The correspondence
between BOLD responses and iEEG HG activity in the same task further supports previous
findings that broadband HG activity band modulations co-localize with BOLD variations in
humans (Kayser et al., 2004; Lachaux et al., 2007, 2012; Logothetis et al., 2001; Mukamel et al.,
2005; Niessing et al., 2005; Ojemann et al., 2013).
During instructed saccades, we observed a fast and transient increase in HG activity in frontoparietal brain areas, accompanied by an early β suppression in motor areas. Based on previous
human studies using delayed saccade tasks (Medendorp et al., 2006; Van Der Werf et al., 2008;
Van der Werf et al., 2009), this may reflect the rapid encoding of a motor plan after presenting the
instructional cue. The role of β oscillations is thought to maintain the status-quo of current
cognitive or sensorimotor states (Engel and Fries, 2010; Gilbertson et al., 2005; Pfurtscheller et
al., 1996), and its desynchronization has been associated with activation of sensorimotor areas
during motor planning and execution (Crone et al., 1998; Murthy and Fetz, 1992; Pfurtscheller
and Lopes da Silva, 1999; Sanes and Donoghue, 1993). Given our results, we interpret the early
suppression of β in motor areas during the planning of instructed saccade as a way to ‘‘break the
status quo’’, and reflects the change of the motor system from a resting state to a state closer to
the one associated with action execution, leading to a faster encoding of a motor plan. Conversely,
the fact that β power is not suppressed during free and control conditions might reflect the
absence of clear-cut motor preparation signals.
It is noteworthy to consider that our findings in the HG band are consistent with MEG results
obtained in the only study in which the authors investigated the role of neuronal oscillations in a
delayed saccade task (Carl et al., 2016). In our study, we extend these findings by using the
combined spatial and temporal resolution of iEEG (allowing us to investigate higher frequencies
up to 140 hz), and by using a data-driven approach to characterize neural dynamics during free
choice decisions at the single-trial level. This is an important step towards a better understanding
of the neural correlates subserving internally motivated decisions in humans. However, Carl et al.
found a stronger decrease in α and β bands during free saccade target selection compared to
instructed saccades, while our results indicate a stronger β suppression during planning of
instructed saccades. These conflicting results could be explained by differences between the two
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tasks, since participants in the study of Carl et al. were asked to perform a guided saccade to one
of 16 targets indicated by a color change to either green (Free condition) or green with a red
marker (Instructed condition). Thus, differences in β oscillations during planning could be due
to the number of alternatives, or to physical differences between cue colors affecting sensory
responses. Additionally, the authors did not include a Control condition in the design of their
experimental paradigm and couldn’t precisely quantify changes due to sensory processes.
Finally, we found that during saccade execution (after the Go signal), saccade onset latencies and
HG activity in a distributed network of frontal and parietal brain differed depending on whether
there was any kind of action selection during the planning phase. This led us to investigate the
nature of the relationship between saccade onset latencies and the latency of HG peak activity
during saccade execution. We found different patterns of HG activity depending on electrode
locations, which were in line with recent theories of action selection such as the affordance
competition hypothesis (Cisek, 2007; Cisek and Kalaska, 2010). This theory makes specific
predictions on the role of frontoparietal areas in the specification of potential actions during
movement execution, and can be used to shed light on the neural mechanisms underlying the
configuration of oculomotor commands in humans. First, during saccade execution, we showed
that HG activity in regions located in the superior part of the dorsal visual stream is significantly
stronger when subjects are not asked to make a decision (i.e., instructed saccade condition).
Moreover, we found that increases in the latency of the peak HG activity were not correlated with
the timing of the saccade execution. According to Goodale & Milner (1992), the dorsal visual
stream can be considered as part of the system for specifying the parameters of potential actions
using visual information, a process that continues during movement execution (Resulaj et al.,
2009). Specifically, the intraparietal sulcus has been identified in the preparation and the
redirection of movements and movement intentions (i.e., motor attention, see Rushworth et al.,
2003). Thus, the absence of correlation between HG peak latency and saccade onset in our task
suggests that the superior part of the dorsal visual stream is involved in action specification by
allocating visuospatial attention resources (i.e., acting as an attentional filter sensitive to spatial
information), but is not directly involved in saccadic motor control. The fact that HG activity was
weaker when decisions were made during the planning phase might indicate that part of the
attentional filtering has been done already and does not need to be entirely reactivated during
saccade execution. The superior part of the dorsal visual stream is highly interconnected with
other parts of the gaze control system including the frontal eye fields. In this study, since the
latency of HG peak activity was correlated with reaction times in frontal eye fields, our results
seem to confirm its involvement in performing the visuomotor transformation to generate a
saccade plan internally in humans (Lachaux et al., 2006b; Sendhilnathan et al., 2017). Moreover,
we show that when oculomotor planning processes were engaged during the delay period, HG
activity in frontal eye fields increased earlier than when participants did not prepare any saccade
(control), thus allowing to generate saccades faster. Lastly, we observed very different patterns
of neuronal activity in more anterior regions of the brain such as the middle and superior frontal
gyri, in which HG activity during saccade execution only increased when no action selection
processes were engaged during the planning phase since in the Control condition, no directional
information was available until the GO signal. This indicates that once oculomotor plans are made,
the involvement of the middle and superior gyri are no longer needed for the execution of
saccades. However, if a saccade wasn’t planned, the latency of the peak of HG activity was
correlated with reaction times. This suggests that middle and superior frontal gyri are also
involved in the execution of saccades (Cameron et al., 2015).
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Of note, participants in our study were neurosurgical patients with drug resistant epilepsy. We
controlled this potential bias by following previously used routine procedures (Bastin et al., 2017;
Jerbi et al., 2009; Ossandón et al., 2011) such as careful visual inspection and removal of signals
showing typical epileptic waveforms (e.g., epileptic spikes), this might limit the generalizability
to healthy subjects. Moreover, compared to previous non-invasive studies based on non-invasive
recordings such as magnetoencephalography (MEG), the direct intracranial recordings used here
allow for a higher spatial resolution particularly for deeper structures, a higher signal-to-noise
ratio that is crucial to perform single-trial analyses, and the detection of electrophysiological
correlates of decision making at higher frequencies (up to 140 Hz). But this comes at the cost of
heterogenous spatial sampling among patients, inherent to all iEEG studies. The electrode
implantation across the six participants (see Figure 1B, C) yielded a reasonable coverage of
frontal and central areas, but the posterior parietal cortex was under-represented and none of
our patients were implanted in the occipital cortex. Lastly, studies have shown that artifacts
caused by microsaccades may contaminate iEEG recordings (Jerbi et al., 2009). However, based
on the localization, the frequency range and the time-course of HG activity, the current recordings
of HG activity do not appear to be attributable to ocular artifacts.
To conclude, the present study provides the first direct electrophysiological investigation of eye
movement decisions using depth recordings in humans. Our finding that free oculomotor
decisions are associated with sustained HG activity in a parieto-frontal network bridges the gap
between findings in human and non-human primates and expands our understanding of the
spatial, temporal and spectral dynamics of human decision making.
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Methods
Contact for Reagent and Resource Sharing
All requests for further information and resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by
the Lead Contact, Thomas Thiery (thomas.thiery@umontreal.ca).

Experimental Model and Subject Details
Six patients with drug-resistant epilepsy participated in this study (6 females, mean age 30.3 ±
9.6). The patients were stereotactically implanted with multisite EEG depth electrodes at the
Epilepsy Department of the Grenoble Neurological Hospital (Grenoble, France). In collaboration
with the medical staff, and based on visual inspection, electrodes presenting pathological
waveforms were discarded from the present study. All patients had normal vision without
corrective glasses. All participants provided written informed consent, and the experimental
procedures were approved by the local Ethical Committee (&#39;&#39;ISD et SEEG&#39;&#39;
project, CPP Sud-Est V n° 09-CHU-12).

Method Details
Electrode implantation and stereotactic EEG recordings
Each patient was implanted with stereotactic electroencephalography (SEEG) electrodes
(diameter of 0.8 mm). Depending on the implanted structure, electrodes were composed of 10 to
15 contacts that were 2 mm wide and 1.5 mm apart (DIXI Medical Instrument, Besançon, France).
Intracranial EEG signals were recorded from a total of 778 intracerebral sites across all patients
(Between 128 and 133 sites per participant). At the time of acquisition, a white matter electrode
was used as reference, and data was sampled at 1024 Hz and bandpass filtered between 0.1 and
250 Hz. Electrode locations were determined in each individual participant using the stereotactic
implantation scheme and the Talairach and Tournoux proportional atlas (Talairach and
Tournoux, 1988). The coordinates of each electrode contact are given following these references:
origin (anterior commissure), anteroposterior axis (anterior commissure - posterior
commissure), and vertical axis (interhemispheric plane). The electrodes were then localized in
each individual subject using Talairach coordinates, and then transformed to standard MNI
coordinate system (Figure 1C).
Delayed motor task
For each trial, participants were instructed to perform horizontal saccades toward one of the two
targets, depending on a visually presented central cue appearing briefly for 250 ms (Planning
phase). In the FREE condition, the cue (outline diamond-shaped) indicated the participants
freedom to decide the direction (Right or Left) of the forthcoming intentional saccade. In the
INSTRUCTED condition, participants prepared an saccade towards the target indicated by the cue
(empty arrow). After a variable delay (3750, 5750 or 7750 ms) during which the participants
prepared the (chosen or instructed) saccade while fixating a central fixation point, a GO signal (a
central filled double-arrow in the FREE condition and an arrow pointing to one of the two targets
in the INSTRUCTED condition) indicated that the participants could execute the saccade
(Execution phase). In the CONTROL condition, an empty central rectangle indicated that the
participants could continue central fixation without preparing any forthcoming saccade. This
CONTROL condition was then followed after a variable delay (3750, 5750 or 7750 ms) by a GO
signal indicating the direction of the saccade to be executed immediately, i.e. without prior
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preparation. After every saccade execution, participants had to fixate the central fixation point
immediately.
Behavioral analysis
Based on the EOG traces (see Figure S2), we computed reaction times for each trial and for all
participants in the Control, Instructed and Free conditions. In order to test whether reaction
times differed significantly across conditions, we used a paired permutation pseudo Student's ttest and compared reaction times for Control vs Instructed, Control vs Free, and Instructed vs
Free conditions.
EOG Data preprocessing
Oculomotor performance was followed online using horizontal and vertical electro-oculograms
(EOG), allowing to measure the amplitude and the speed of saccades (see Figure S2), as well as
the errors made by each subject. Four electrodes placed around the eyes to measure horizontal
and vertical eye movements with a sampling frequency of 1024 Hz.
SEEG Data preprocessing
SEEG data preprocessing was conducted according to our routine procedures (Bastin et al., 2017;
Jerbi et al., 2009). These included signal bipolarization, where each electrode site was rereferenced to its direct neighbor. Bipolar re-referencing can increase sensitivity and reduce
artefacts by canceling out distant signals that are picked up by adjacent electrode contacts (e.g.
mains power). The spatial resolution of bipolar SEEG electrodes was approximately 3 mm (Jerbi
et al., 2009; Lachaux et al., 2003). Next, using visual inspection and time-frequency explorations
of the signal, we excluded electrodes containing pathological epileptic activity. The preprocessing led to a total of 543 bipolar derivations across all participants (see Figure 1B).

Quantification and Statistical Analysis
Spectral analyses
We conducted power analyses in several standard frequency bands defined as follows: theta (θ)
[4–8 Hz], alpha (α) [8–15 Hz], beta (β) [16–30 Hz], low gamma (low γ) [30–60] and HG [60-140
Hz]. This was achieved by first filtering the raw EEG signals using a finite impulse response
filtering (FIR1, order = 3) and then computing the Hilbert transform over 250 ms time windows
with an overlap of 100 ms. The power features used for classification were computed as mean
power over 250 ms time windows with an overlap of 100 ms during planning (-500 ms to 2500
ms), where t=0 ms corresponds to the onset of Cue 1, and execution (-500 ms to 1500 ms) where
t=0 ms corresponds to the onset of Cue 2. The classification was applied on unnormalized power.
Whenever present, baseline normalization was only used for visualization purposes (timefrequency maps and single trial representation). Baseline normalization was achieved for each
frequency band, by subtracting then dividing by the mean of a 400 ms baseline window, i.e. the
pre-stimulus rest period ([-500ms, -100 ms]).
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Signal classification
We set out to explore the feasibility of using multi-site human Local Field Potential (LFP) data
(543 bipolar electrode sites) to perform classifications during motor planning and execution. To
this end, we implemented a machine learning (ML) framework for trial-by-trial classification
using spectral power. Several classification techniques were initially tested for the single feature
classification procedure, including linear-discriminant analysis (LDA), k-nearest-neighbor (KNN)
and support vector machine (SVM). The classification accuracy results were very similar across
the 3 methods. The LDA algorithm (Fisher, 1936) was the fastest and was therefore chosen for
this study given the computationally-demanding permutation tests used to evaluate classifier
performance. In brief, for a two-dimensional problem, the LDA algorithm tries to find a
hyperplane that maximizes the mean distance between the mean of the two classes while
minimizing inter-class variance.
Decoding accuracy and statistical evaluation of decoding performance
Single-trial classification performance was evaluated in each participant separately. We used a
standard stratified 10-fold cross-validation approach with Scikit-learn, a Python 3 package
dedicated to machine-learning analyses (Pedregosa et al., 2012). First, the data set was pseudorandomly split into 10, equally-sized, observations: 9 segments were used for training the
classifier, and the last one as the test set. This procedure was repeated 10 times, such that every
observation in the data was used exactly once for testing, and at least once for training, but never
at the same time. This strict separation of training and testing ensures the test data was naïve and
did not violate basic classification principles (e.g. Lemm et al., 2011). The use of stratification
seeks to ensure that the relative proportion of labels (or classes) in the whole data set is
reasonably preserved within each of the segments after the split. Next, the performance of the
achieved decoding was calculated using the decoding accuracy (DA) metric, which was computed
as the mean correct classification across all folds. The statistical significance of the obtained
decoding accuracies was evaluated by computing statistical thresholds using permutation tests
(n=100, p<0.01). In other words, a null-distribution is generated by repeatedly (n=100)
computing the classification accuracy obtained after randomly permuting class labels
(Combrisson and Jerbi, 2015). In all our decoding analyses, we used maximum statistics to correct
across electrodes, frequency bands and time with a statistical threshold at p<0.01.
Multifeature classification analysis
To perform the multi-feature analysis, we use the Exhaustive Feature Selection (EFS) method
from mlxtend (Raschka, 2018) applied for each frequency band, for each subject. The EFS
algorithm will test all the possible combination of the frequency bands and will select which
feature or set of features allows for better decoding of our two conditions (Free vs Instructed).
The feature selection is scored on a stratified validation dataset consisting of one third of the data.
The EFS is repeated with all possibilities of validation set and the best selected features are
counted for each electrode.
Correlations between reaction times and HG activity
We computed Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between reaction times and the latency
of HG peak of activity for each trial in the three Free, Instructed and Control conditions during
saccade execution. The statistical significance was established by using a two-sided test whose
null hypothesis is that two sets of data are uncorrelated. The p-value thus indicates the
probability of an uncorrelated system producing datasets that have a Spearman correlation at
least as extreme as the one computed from these datasets.
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Data mapping to a 3-D standard cortical representation
To facilitate the interpretation of the results, all significant task-based feature modulations and
decoding results were remapped from the intracranial electrode sites onto a standard cortical
representation. To achieve this, all electrode coordinates were transformed from individual
Talairach space to standard MNI space using Visbrain (Combrisson et al., 2019), an open-source
Python 3 package dedicated to brain signals visualization, to project the data from SEEG sites onto
the cortical surface. In practice, data from the iEEG electrodes were assigned to the vertices on
the MNI cortical mesh that fell within a fixed radial distance of 10 mm from each electrode. This
cortical representation technique is methodologically consistent with methods used in previous
iEEG studies (Bastin et al., 2017; Jerbi et al., 2009; Ossandón et al., 2012). In addition to generating
brain-wide visualization of all significant features and decoding performances, this method was
also used to display the cortical coverage provided by all the electrodes in this study (dark gray
areas in Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6).

Data and Software Availability
Electrophysiological data were analyzed using Python 3, in conjunction with toolboxes including
Visbrain (Combrisson et al., 2019) for data visualisation and Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2012)
for machine learning analyses. Data and custom Python analysis scripts are available upon
reasonable request from Thomas Thiery (thomas.thiery@umontreal.ca).
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